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To Save Disability Community Programs,
GOP Disability Allies Must Speak Out!

THIS IS THE FIGHT OF OUR LIVES to protect health and human services!!!
from Gary Blumenthal, ADDP
The 52 year old Medicaid program will end if the Trump/Ryan American Health Care Act (AHCA) passes the Senate,
intact with a mostly unknown and not understood provision that seeks to end Medicaid eligibility standards, instead
making Medicaid into a block grant program and reducing it by over $880 Billion over the next 10 years. Medicaid,
known as MassHealth in Massachusetts, is the source of funding for nearly all community developmental disability and
brain injury services across the nation, funding anywhere from 50% to 90% of these programs dependent upon the state
formula match.
Gutting Medicaid has long been the goal of U.S. Speaker Paul Ryan, who included an identical provision in many prior
year failed budgets. In the 2016 presidential campaign, candidate Donald Trump promised to protect Medicaid, but his
House passed healthcare plan fully endorses Ryan's draconian cuts to the program.
If Medicaid is converted to a Paul Ryan envisioned Block Grant, here's what will happen:
•
•
•
•

•
•

$838 Billion will be eliminated in Medicaid spending over the next decade
Massachusetts will lose $1.3 billion to $1.5 Billion in the first year, and then substantially more in additional
years
Governors will be forced to choose between cutting budgets or dramatically raising taxes to make up for
budget reductions
Disability programs will be forced to compete against elder services, children's services, mental health,
maternal health care programs, education and all other human service and poor folks health services for limited
appropriations, including the 14 million who will lose health care across the nation with an AHCA repeal.
Disability service waiting lists will dramatically expand with little chance for new individuals being served
with less dollars being available
Governor Baker's ACO program, expecting $5 Billion in discretionary Medicaid Waiver dollars will be in
great jeopardy.

The key to defeating Trump/Ryan Care, and the destruction of Medicaid, will be decided by the Members of the U.S.
Senate, controlled 52 to 48 by the Republican Party. To defeat the AHCA, 3 members of the Republican Party will
need to join with the 48 Democrats to protect Medicaid and prevent an $880 Billion cut to Medicaid.
Disability advocates will need to encourage their friends, family and allies who live in states with Republican Senators
to understand the damage to key programs and people's lives if Medicaid is made into a Block Grant and then gutted.
Cutting Medicaid will have negative economic consequences for the economy. Millions of jobs will be lost with
programs discontinued; families will struggle for help; health care costs will skyrocket with uncompensated health care
costs being unpaid and costs transferred to others; waiting lists will grow and parents will lose jobs having to opt to
stay home to care for their loved ones dismissed from community programs. We urge you to reach out to your
friends and family in other states and urge them to call upon their Republican Senators to save Medicaid.
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DDS COMMISSIONER ELIN HOWE
TO RETIRE JULY 14TH
It is with deep regret that we have learned that Department of Developmental Services
Commissioner Elin Howe will be stepping down from her position on July 14, 2017,
coinciding with her ten year anniversary as the leader of DDS.
Commissioner Howe was first appointed to the helm of the then Department on Mental
Retardation (DMR) by former Governor Deval Patrick, and then reappointed by
Governor Charlie Baker in 2015.
Commissioner Howe has been viewed by members of the advocacy, self-advocacy,
family, provider and legislative community as an extraordinarily talented manager bringing together diverse
elements of the community in the pursuit of best outcomes, supports and lives for the people impacted by the
department's services and programs. Howe's reputation for leadership, innovation and determination made her a
respected national leader in the disability field. She was often cited as the best DDS Commissioner in the
nation.
Legislators, advocates, family members and providers respected her for her devotion to people with
disabilities, transparency and excellent leadership. Her door was always open to those who agreed with her
policies and priorities and those who had differing opinions.
During her term in office, historic achievements occurred, including
• the closure of four state institutions
• the expansion of the community system
• the dramatic movement of people with I/DD from nursing homes into more inclusive community based
systems
• the expansion of Family Support programs
• the changing of the name of the Department from DMR to DDS
• the recognition of self determination
• the closure of sheltered workshops
• the expansion of Community Based Day Supports
• the development of the Blueprint for Employment of People with I/DD
• the endorsement of Positive Behavioral Supports
• expanding efforts to promote greater Social Inclusion
• expansion of DDS Services to people with Autism
• Implementation of the National Background Check Law
• Enactment of the Autism Omnibus Bill
• Tremendous increase of FFP Medicaid Revenue to help balance the state budget during time of significant
budget crisis
• Expansion of Home and Community Based Waivers
• Expansion of Residential Services to People with Brain Injuries
• Increased respect for the provider and advocacy communities.
• Protection of DDS Programs from deep budget cuts during the Great Recession.
The departure of Commissioner Howe is coming at a particularly difficult time when programs, such as DDS are
threatened by the efforts of the Trump Administration to cut over $880 Billion from Medicaid (the source of 50% of
DDS funding); and during a time when authority in EOHHS appears to shifting away from program specific
departments and towards centralized and less program specific control at Mass Health and its contracted third party
agents. Commissioner Howe was widely respected for standing up for her department's goals, during both the
Patrick and Baker Administrations. It is hoped that Governor Baker will take an active role in the selection of her
successor to ensure that a wide array of voices are heard within his Administration.
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Food for Thought
BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL: COLLEGE AND MORE!
by Kathie Snow, www.disabilityisnatural.com
can be whatever you want to be!” If this isn’t a regular
part of your conversations, start saying it now and say it
often!
I hope you’re not shaking your head, thinking,
“She doesn’t know my child! My son can’t be anything
he wants! I don’t want to give him false hope.” If this is
your frame of mind, then you’re probably right – your
child won’t achieve much. Your child’s lack of success
won’t occur because he has a disability, but as a result
of your not believing in him! Children see themselves
through our eyes, at least until they’re old enough to
escape our influence and can carve their own identities.
If we believe in them, they can believe in themselves.
And nothing great has ever been achieved without high
expectations!
It’s also important to remember that children
and young adults may change their minds many times!
Most of us did – I’ve never done any of the jobs I talked
about as a child! So it’s important that we not get hung
up on any particular hope a child may have. Things
change!
My 19-year-old son, Benjamin, has had many
dreams. When he was younger, he wanted to be a
newspaper reporter, a TV weatherman, the host of
Jeopardy!, and more. One day he announced, “I’m
going to be a professional basketball player like Michael
Jordan.” I didn’t reply, “Honey, you have cerebral palsy
and use a wheelchair. That’s not a realistic dream.” I
knew Benj would figure out what was right for him as
time passed. As a young teenager, he wanted to be an
actor, so we enrolled him in drama lessons and he
performed in several plays. Today, he wants to be a
film critic (the next Roger Ebert), and have a newspaper
column, TV show, and more! He may change his mind
again and again about his career path, and that’s okay!
We’ll move on to the next dream with him. Supporting
a young person’s dreams is the most important step in
helping him become a successful adult.

What do we dream for students with disabilities? That
after high school, they enter the adult service system,
move into a group home, join a waiting list for
vocational services, enter a sheltered workshop, and/or
take an entry-level position at a fast-food restaurant,
attached at the hip to a job coach (a job that – some
believe – will be the highest position the student will
ever attain)?
Low expectations are the bane of teenagers and
young adults with disabilities. Too many of us –
parents, family members, educators, and others – don’t
believe in their unlimited potential. On the other hand,
we may feel the student is capable of successfully
entering the real adult world of post-secondary
education and work, but we don’t believe other people
(college instructors, employers, etc.) will “accept” the
young person with a disability. Simultaneously,
unwritten – and erroneous – rules such as, “People with
Down syndrome [or other conditions] can’t go to
college,” dictate our actions.
In any case, life after high school is often the
beginning of the end for many students with disabilities.
Hopes and dreams are quashed when the “reality” of
the adult world is faced. But it doesn’t have to be that
way! Students with disabilities can and should pursue
their dreams of college, vocational schools,
employment, and anything else!
The first step to a successful life is, of course, to
dream big dreams! Parents must dream with and for
their children. That doesn’t mean we should dream
specific dreams: “Ryan will be a lawyer.” It does mean,
however, that we talk to children, throughout their
lives, like this: “When you grow up and [go to college,
get a job, drive a car, get married, or whatever].” And,
we need to really listen when children say, “When I
grow up, I want to be a ---------------------“and then we
need to support those dreams every way we can. A
child can make such a statement, however, only if he’s
heard his parents or other significant adults say, “You
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Again, we don’t need to get hung up on a specific dream
job. Let’s explore all the jobs that could fulfill a person’s
…continued from page 3
hopes, interests, and needs.
If “Ryan” thinks he wants to be a lawyer, we can
The next step is to figure out what needs to
help him explore that career, along with other jobs
happen to make the dream a reality. Some young
associated with trials and courts: paralegal, court
people know exactly what they want to do and may not
reporter, court clerk, and so forth. It’s important to
need formal post-secondary education to achieve their
learn what a person thinks or knows about the actual
career goals. In another article (“On Becoming a
job they envision.
Business Owner”), employment guru Cary Griffin details
For example, when Emily pictured herself being
strategies that can enable people with disabilities to
a pediatrician, she saw herself being with children. She
become successfully self-employed. A young adult’s
didn’t envision blood, needles, urine exams, and more.
dreams may, however require college or postIf I had said, “You can’t be a pediatrician – you can’t
secondary training. Simultaneously, exposure to the
stand the sight of blood!” I would have crushed her
career – a job in the field or even volunteer work – may
hopes and/or she could have decided to pursue that
be helpful.
career to prove me wrong and herself right! Her firstAt age 14, my daughter wanted to be a
hand experience (volunteering) helped her decide.
pediatrician. Emily loved being with babies and young
It’s important to help young people learn as
children, and she was a busy babysitter. I
much as they can, and let them make the decision.
recommended she volunteer in a hospital to see if she
Whose life is it anyway? We can help a young person
enjoyed the “medical environment.” As a junior
research a career path, visit places where those careers
volunteer for more than a year, she gained experience
take place, introduce them to people in those careers,
in different parts of the hospital, and enjoyed meeting
and more. Be wary, however, of
new people and learning new things.
“official” vocational/career aptitude
She also decided a medical career was
It’s important to help a
tests. These may reveal a student’s
not for her!
young person learn as
abilities for a particular job, but these
Several months later, Emily
much as she can, and let
may not represent the career the student
thought she wanted to be an interior
her make the decision.
actually wants. Parents, educators, and
designer. We talked about it, did a little
Whose life is it anyway?
others may push a student in the wrong
research, talked some more, and she
direction based on the results of a test!
enrolled in an interior design
When helping a young person explore careers
correspondence course. She tackled the first half of the
of interest, don’t let the “way things are” get in the way
lessons with enthusiasm. But over the next several
of “what can be.” Remember: the possibilities are
months, her interest waned. She didn’t think this was
endless!
the career was for her. Nevertheless, she completed
the course and enjoyed redecorating her bedroom,
In some states, students who receive special ed
using her new-found knowledge. Knowing what we
services do not receive a high school diploma; instead
don’t want to be as valuable as knowing what we do
they receive a “certificate of attendance.” This might
want!
be seen as a barrier to the student moving on to postIf a young person isn’t sure which career path to
secondary education, but it doesn’t have to be! Many
take, it’s time to explore, beginning with the person’s
children who are homeschooled do not receive a high
interests. What does she enjoy doing? We’re all
school diploma; instead, they take the GED (General
happiest when we do what we love!
Educational Development) test and go on to college.
Although Emily decided she didn’t want to be a
Students with disabilities can do the same thing. A wide
pediatrician, she still liked the idea of having a career
variety of GED study guides are available at public
that involved being with young children, so we
libraries and bookstores, and free practice tests are
discussed jobs where that could happen: working in (or
available on the Internet. (And see my article, “Diploma
owing her own) private preschool or daycare center;
or Certificate” for more helpful info about this issue.) In
being a professional nanny; and so forth. Because Emily
addition, with the advent of homeschooling via the
has taken ballet for several years, I suggested she might
Internet, students can take classes online and earn a
consider teaching ballet to the youngest ballerinas.
diploma that way.
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may change – many times! Then we must do whatever
is necessary to support those dreams. Parents,
educators, and other adults in the student’s life all have
a role to play in this life-altering endeavor.
Before deciding something “isn’t possible,” do
the research! Help the student learn how to call or
write the schools (university, community college, trade
school, etc.) that she may be interested in attending to
learn about admission requirements and procedures.
Take a tour of the school and get a taste of the
environment. Help the student find out what it would
take to visit some of the classes. Talk to teachers and
students. And do all this with a “can-do” attitude – your
attitude will rub off on others!
Even if a student doesn’t have the academic
strengths (or the desire) to master college-level
curriculum, the “college experience” can be a valuable
addition to the young person’s life! A student with a
disability (just like other students) can “audit” classes –
attending classes without receiving grades or college
credit. Learning whatever she can in those classes,
making friends, and having new and different
experiences can enrich the life of a young person and
ensure her success. Furthermore, adults with
disabilities of all ages can and should explore postsecondary education as way of broadening their
horizons and meeting their career goals.
Politicians, business leaders, educators, and
others routinely say, “Children are our future.” It
seems, however, that students with disabilities have not
been included in this credo, and this must change!
Whether a young person with a disability wants to be a
butcher, a baker, a candlestick maker – or a hairdresser,
actor, lawyer, teacher, doctor, auto mechanic, or
President of the U.S.A. – we can help turn a student’s
career dream into a reality. The time is right to make
sure “All children – including those with disabilities –
are our future.”
UPDATE; Since the time this article was
originally published, a variety of “special” college
programs for students with disabilities have been
created at many universities across the country. These
seem like a “good idea,” but most simply replicate
public school “life-skills” classes on a college campus.
Proponents say they’re “inclusive,” but most are not, in
reality. Furthermore, they’re open only to a select few,
and many require students to be SSI recipients (for
tuition, plus more moola from parents). Why are we
creating more segregation? We can do better!

…continued from page 4
At many community colleges, a diploma, GED, and/or
SAT tests are not required! Instead, students simply
take the college’s placement tests. Today, my son is in
his second semester of college while he is
simultaneously studying for his GED. In essence, a GED
or high school diploma is the “ticket” to financial aid.
Since Benjamin doesn’t have his GED yet, we’re paying
for his tuition. And, in many states, four-year schools
waive the Act or SAT test for students transferring from
community college!
Students can earn a two-year degree at
community college, or use the two years to earn credits
before transferring to a four-year college! Many
community colleges also offer vocational/trade
programs in auto mechanics, electrical, and more.
Sadly, many students who receive special ed
services are not receiving the education they need to
easily move into post-secondary education. Even this
barrier can be overcome, as evidenced by the
experience of a woman who shared her story with me.
In high school, “Robin” enthusiastically
announced that she wanted to be a preschool teacher.
Her parents and special ed teachers assured Robin she
could do “anything she wanted,” but they did nothing to
actually support her dream of going to college for a
two-year degree. When she finished high school, Robin
took the community college entrance exam, and was
shocked and saddened by the results: “They said I
tested at an elementary school level.”
Throughout her public school years, Robin had
not received the education she needed to fulfill her
dream. And she didn’t know this at the time – how
could she? Robin was a child, segregated in special
classrooms, with no access to the general curriculum.
But surely her parents and teachers knew it, and she
was hurt and angry that they deceived her.
All was not lost, however. In her mid-20s, Robin
took the bull by the horns, studied on her own, asked
for and received study help from others, passed her
GED, entered the community college, and received her
degree. It wasn’t easy and it took a long time, but
Robin made it happen. Why, though, did it have to
happen the way it did?
The lessons from Robin’s experience are
profound. We must really listen to a student’s dreams:
we must take them seriously, even while knowing they
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Available Resources
Disney Guide Aims to Help Guests
With Special Needs
by Eric Schwartzberg, Journal-News/TNS | March 7, 2017

WEST CHESTER TOWNSHIP, Ohio — When Amy Schinner realized there wasn’t
a comprehensive guide for guests with special needs to travel to Disney
World, she decided she needed to write one. The mother of two said her
epiphany arrived at a bookstore following her family’s fifth trip to the theme
park, the “happy place” for her 19-year-old son Ben, who has autism.
“I was looking at the different guides to Walt Disney World and I realized
there were books for many reasons, including the single person’s guide,” she
said. “I was surprised nobody had written one for people with disabilities. I
feel like this information is vital for a lot of families to have a successful
vacation at Disney.”
“Mouse Ears for Everyone: A Guide to Walt Disney World for Guests with Special Needs” is packed with
information and tips for traveling to Disney World with a focus on needs for people with disabilities,
including accessibility, sensory issues, dietary needs, emotional health, medical concerns, visual and
hearing impairments as well as developmental disabilities. “Originally the book was just going to focus
on autism, but so many people with autism spectrum disorder need wheelchairs, gluten free foods, have
seizure disorders and service animals, that it didn’t require too much more to make it a more
encompassing book,” Schinner said.
Schinner indicated that she started working on the project around four years ago, and there have been
a few stops and starts along the way, especially when Disney Parks changed most of their policies
concerning access in the parks. The book is organized in a similar fashion to many Disney guides. There
are chapters for choosing a hotel, preparing for the trip, traveling and a chapter for each park.
Through all of them, Schinner weaves the needs of people with disabilities. “For example, I review each
hotel but I use a lens for accessibility, sensory needs, etc.,” she said. “The same is true for all of the
attractions and most of the restaurants. Then I also have a very detailed special needs chapter.”
Although there is much more to a visit to Disney World than just the lines, it’s an important issue for many
and the book explains how park policies work to help families of those with special needs. “I think
people would be surprised at how welcome service dogs and emotional support animals are in the
parks,” she said. “They can even ride many of the rides, although they have to skip Space Mountain.
You just need to have the certified paperwork.”
Schinner said “Mouse Ears for Everyone” was an important book for her to write. “I am asked all the time
how we manage to travel and especially, how do we do Disney?” she said. “It does require planning,
probably more than most vacations, but if you know what accommodations are available, and how to
navigate it all, it can not only be done, but you can have a wonderful time.” She’s been touched by all
the comments received since the book’s February release. “Families have been waiting for this
information for quite a while,” she said. “I was thrilled to have likes and shares from all over the country.”
Mouse Ears for Everyone is available for purchase online at sellers like amazon.com
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SELF-DIRECTION & CONNECTIONS
June 8, 2017
6:00PM – 8:00PM

Central Congregational Church
2 Webster Street, Middleboro, MA 02364
An opportunity to learn about Self-Directed Services and other innovative services which are
helping individuals with disabilities connect with people in their community.

Opening Remarks

Rick O’ Meara, Regional Director, Southeast Region
Department of Developmental Services

You’re With Us!
Michael Plansky

You’re With Us! seeks to create better communities by harnessing the benefits of inclusion for
the disabled. We believe that not only do people with disabilities need inclusion opportunities in
order to thrive, but also that these opportunities allow them to contribute to their community in
ways that have gone unrecognized in the past. You’re With Us! does this by identifying and
training college clubs, groups, and teams to be welcoming and supportive peers to the
disabled. The college group then creates and supports a Positive Experience Design (PED)
customized for the young adult to help him or her transition from school to an adult life in the
community. http://www.yourewithus.org

Self – Directed Services: Taking Control of Your Future
Ed Wilson, Southeast Regional Manager, Self-Directed Services

Individuals and their family can determine their vision and strive to achieve it by creating their
own individualized supports. This presentation will provide an overview of Self-Direction as well
as traditional service options. The presentation will be given by Ed Wilson the Regional Manager
for Self-Directed Services in the Southeast Region. In addition, parents whose children are
receiving Self-Directed Services will also share their stories.

To register please contact Raquel Pereira at Raquel.pereira@state.ma.us
Registration Deadline is June 5, 2017

Save the Date!
Summer Sizzler
Date: August 17, 2017
(rain or shine)
Time: 5:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Location: Mattapoisett YMCA
38 Reservation Road
Mattapoisett, MA

